DINOSAURS

Where Did All the Dinosaurs Go?

Lyrics
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Where did all the dinosaurs go?
I wish they were still around.
Where did all the dinosaurs go?
The answer can’t be found.
And though some theories
do make sense, scientists don’t agree
about what caused this mystery.
It’s the dinosaur catastrophe.

Now, some will say the mammals took the eggs right from the nests
so the dinosaurs never hatched because of these strange pests,
while others think a nasty plague caused the dinosaurs to die—
but these seem so unlikely that we still are asking why.

Could the earth have been struck from a comet from outer space,
creating a thick dark dust which blocked the sun from the dinosaur’s face?
Did they really get that cold? Did the plants die then? Did they have enough to eat?
Though some think so, the theories, you know, are very incomplete.

(Chorus)

Now, some say the dinosaur’s brain stayed small as he began to grow.
Could the dinosaur operate his body or was he too dumb to know?
A plague, perhaps. Yes, this seems right. Did they die because of this?
I think we need to examine the facts and form an hypothesis.

Maybe the plant eaters ate the flowering plants and all the ferns
and then there was no food, which caused the dinosaurs concern.
The plant eaters died and then the meat eaters had no food to eat,
so then the meat eaters died because they liked to eat fresh meat.

(Chorus)

It’s the dinosaur catastrophe. It’s the dinosaur catastrophe.